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 A RADIO TRANSMITTER ATTACHMENT TECHNIQUE FOR SORAS
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 Abstract.-We modified a figure-8 leg-loop harness designed for small passerines to attach
 successfully 1.8-g radio transmitters over the synsacrum of migrant Soras (Porzana carolina).
 Because of the short caudal region of Soras, addition of a waist loop was critical to securing
 the transmitter while leg loops were maintained to center the package. Thin gauge (0.6-mm
 diameter) elastic thread proved ideal for transmitter attachment and allowed for freedom of
 movement and girth expansion associated with fattening during a 6-10-wk stopover. Of 110
 Soras radio tagged during three field seasons, only a single mortality was observed and only
 a single bird lost its transmitter. Migration from the study area was confirmed for 76 (69%)
 and suspected for another 25 birds (total 92%).

 TECNICA PARA COLOCAR TRANSMISORES EN PORZANA CAROUNA

 Sinopsis.-Modificamos un arnes con tirillas eldsticas en forma de ocho, disefiado para pe-
 quefios paserinos, al efecto de colocarles, exitosamente, transmisores de 1.8 gins. a individuos
 migratorios de Porzana carolina. Dada la corta region caudal de las soras, una vuelta (loop)
 adicional a la cintura fue critico para que el transmisor se mantuviera en el ave. Vueltas a
 traves de las patas mantuvieron el transmisor centralizado. Las bandas elasticas de 0.6 mm
 de grosor, permitieron la libertad de movimiento y la expansi6n necesaria cuando las aves
 ganaron peso durante las 6-10 semanas que permanecieron en las paradas migratorias. De
 110 aves a las cuales se les colocaron transmisores durante un lapso de tres afnos, a solo una
 se le cay6 el transmisor y tan solo una muri6. Se confirm6 el movimiento migratorio de 76
 individuos (69%) y se sospech6 de otros 25 (total 92%).

 Attaching radio transmitters to free-ranging birds is a delicate proce-
 dure that must be approached with care and thorough evaluation. At-
 tachment procedures for small rails have typically involved gluing or a
 combination of gluing and harnessing transmitters to the back of the
 birds (e.g., Yellow Rails [Coturnicops noveboracensis; Stenzel 1982, Book-
 hout and Stenzel 1987], Black Rails [Laterallus jamaicensis; Flores and
 Eddleman 1995], Virginia Rails [Rallus limicola] and Soras [Porzana ca-
 rolina; Johnson and Dinsmore 1985]).

 In planning a telemetry study with fall migrant Soras in the Patuxent
 River wild rice marsh, Maryland, we were especially concerned about ra-
 dio transmitters compromising survival or impeding migration. In consid-
 ering possible attachment techniques, we were attracted to the leg-loop
 harness developed by Rappole and Tipton (1991) because it had been
 used successfully on a variety of birds in the small to medium size range
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 (10-200 g). Three characteristics were particularly attractive. First, the
 harness did not involve the wings. This was especially important because
 we wanted assurance of unimpaired flight and certainty that marked in-
 dividuals would continue migration. Second, attaching the radio trans-
 mitter over the synsacrum, where it is hidden beneath folded wings, pre-
 vents the transmitter from becoming a visible cue to predators and main-
 tains the integrity of natural plumage camouflage. Third, the attachment
 procedure seemed simple, quick, and reliable and did not require the
 handling time and more invasive procedures associated with gluing tech-
 niques. Perhaps most importantly, the technique has had demonstrated
 success with at least one long-distant migrant, the Wood Thrush (Hylo-
 cichla mustelina; Powell et al. 1998), a species with considerably smaller
 body mass than that of the Sora.

 In late August 1996, we conducted preliminary evaluations of attaching
 radio transmitters to Soras captured in call enhanced walk-in traps
 (Kearns et al. 1998). We obtained 164 MHz radio transmitters (model
 BD-2G from Holohil Systems Ltd., 112 John Cavanagh Road, Carp, On-
 tario, Canada KOA ILO; use of manufacturer's name does not imply
 government endorsement). Each transmitter weighed 1.8 g (<3% of Sora
 body mass), measured approximately 20 X 8 X 6 mm, and carried a 19.5-
 cm whip antenna. Each unit was equipped with attachment tubes made
 of 1.2-mm inside diameter teflon; one tube was epoxied horizontally
 across the front and the second across the rear of the transmitter.

 Our first approach was to follow Rappole and Tipton's (1991) leg-loop
 technique, custom tying the transmitters to each bird. After attachment,
 instrumented Soras were placed in a fenced enclosure in the marsh to
 observe their behavior and mobility in a natural environment. At the same
 time we experimented with a variety of ligature materials for attaching
 the transmitters. These included monofilament fishing line, dacron fly-
 line backing, kevlar thread, and silk thread. The silk thread proved su-
 perior to other materials because it was easy to handle, knotted well, and
 was an organic material that likely would degrade over time and eventu-
 ally release the transmitter.

 Our first attempts at attaching transmitters met with mixed success. The
 transmitters were attached easily, but we found little room for error in
 setting harness tension. Transmitters tied too tightly inhibited leg move-
 ment resulting in an awkward, clumsy gait, or failure of the bird to move
 at all; those tied too loosely were easily lost by sliding over the short caudal
 area of the bird. Because most securely tied transmitters resulted in lim-
 ited leg movement, we concluded that the present procedure was un-
 workable with Soras.

 In seeking an alternative attachment technique, it was a natural choice
 to secure the transmitter by addition of a loop of ligature about the nar-
 row waist of the Sora, maintaining the leg loops solely to keep the unit
 centered over the synsachrum. This configuration met with immediate
 success as tension in the leg loops was greatly reduced and freedom of
 leg movement restored. The attachment procedure required one person
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 FIGURuE 1. Harness configuration for attaching a radio transmitter to a Sora: (A) tying of
 the waist ioop followed by (B) tying of separate leg ioops (see text for details). (C)
 Instrumented Sora ready for release.

 to hold the bird and a second to tie on the transmitter. Attachment began
 by cross-threading a 50-cm length of ligature material through the front
 tube on the transmitter to form the waist loop (Fig. la). This loop was
 slipped over the head and wings of the bird and worked beneath the
 feathers at the narrowest point of the waist. Maintaining a slight tension
 on the thread, it was double-knotted over the attachment tube. Next, the
 two remaining ends of the ligature were passed under left and right legs,
 respectively, worked beneath the feathers, cross threaded through the
 rear tube and knotted several times (Fig. ib). The final knot was coated
 with quick-drying glue to prevent unraveling. Throughout our study, a
 10-mmn observation period was maintained for instrumented birds to en-
 sure normal behavior and locomotion before release.
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 In fall 1996, the silk thread/waist loop procedure was used to instru-
 ment 20 Soras that were monitored in the marsh for a period of 6-10 wk.
 One bird died as a result of predation, and another lost its transmitter
 when the harness knot came untied. Migration from the study area in
 late October was documented for 16 Soras and suspected for two others
 (total 90%). Despite this success, we were concerned that two radio-
 tagged Soras recaptured in October showed minor irritation and chafing
 along the ventral portion of the waist loop. Because we documented body
 mass gains of up to 40% during stopover, this chafing was likely the result
 of girth expansion from premigratory fattening. We began searching for
 a suitable elastic thread to remedy the chafing problem.

 We located a light elastic thread sold as a common textile product
 available in fabric stores (Singer nylon-coated elastic thread made of 40%
 nylon, 30% cotton and 30% rubber; use of manufacturer's name does
 not imply government endorsement). The thread is about 0.6 mm in
 diameter, has an elastic stretch limit of about 150%, and a breaking
 strength of about 0.8 kg. During fall 1997 and 1998, we instrumented 90
 Soras using the elastic thread/waist loop attachment procedure and mon-
 itored them until migration departure or until their transmitters expired.
 Radio transmitters were tied loose enough so that they could be lifted 3-
 4 cm over the back of the birds before the elastic limit of the thread was
 reached. No mortalities were recorded and 60 Soras (67%) were recorded
 passing on migration using manned receiver or receiver/data logger mon-
 itoring systems from 8 km to as far away as 770 km (Edisto Island, South
 Carolina). Another 23 Soras (total 92%) were believed to migrate from
 the study area but their departure went undocumented. Seven birds re-
 mained in the marsh until their transmitters expired in late December
 and January.

 The high survival and successful migration of instrumented Soras ob-
 served during the three field seasons of this study underscore the success
 of this harness configuration. In addition, we highly recommend the light
 elastic thread as a near ideal attachment ligature that provides for flexible
 movement and girth expansion from fattening. With careful species-spe-
 cific evaluation, we believe this attachment procedure could have appli-
 cation to a wide variety of rails, shorebirds, and passerines.
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